Market & Competitor Intelligence
Outsourced Research Solutions

Pronto InfoTech and Aranca jointly provide ‘market & competitor intelligence’ research solutions. Pronto
InfoTech is the business & solution development partner, while Aranca provides research support.
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OUTSOURCED RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

MARKET AND COMPETITOR
INTELLIGENCE
Make Informed Decisions, Accelerate Business
Performance …

Quick & Accurate Answers, for a Range of
Business Related Questions

Executives tasked with responsibility for their company’s growth, profits &
strategies need insightful, quick and actionable research to support key
business decisions.

Through our access to an extensive list of commercial and public
data sources, we effectively combine desk research with primary
or phone interviews to provide answers for a wide range of
research questions:

Since 2003, Aranca has worked with several large and mid-sized firms in
USA & Europe, helping decision makers answer critical questions around
markets, competition, diversification ideas & technology trends.



Market attractiveness assessment



Sector snapshots



Country profiles



Competitor profiles & updates



Pre-sales planning (target lists, profiles)



Account planning (up-sell or cross-sell)



Strategic customer updates



Supply chain intelligence



Financial models



Business Plans



Technology trends & penetration



Technology impact on business models

Flexible Engagement Models, for Varying Needs …



M&A: Target Identification & Profiling



Industry News-letters

Aranca offers different engagement options to suit the varying research
needs of managers:



B2B Surveys



Database building & management

Virtual Researcher: One or more analysts dedicated to supporting
your firm’s recurring research needs (tracking markets / competition,
strategic initiatives, analytics, etc)



Patent landscape analysis



Bespoke Contract: Project specific contract for one-off research
needs, based on agreed scope & effort – minimum contract size not
a constraint

Aranca is a trusted research partner for 500+ firms - from startups
to Fortune 1000 companies as well as PE, VC, consulting and
law firms.



Retainer Model: ‘Pay-as-you-use’ option for multiple quick
turnaround research requests throughout the year, subject to
minimum committed hours per month

Deep Knowledge of Several Sectors … Globally
Be it telecom, technology, packaging in developed markets or alternate
energy, chemicals, infrastructure in BRIC nations or oil services, retail,
real estate in Middle East or hydro power, mining, metals in South
America - Aranca has conducted assignments in over fifty sub-sectors,
covering analysis of market & competitor dynamics in 30+ countries.
With more than 250 highly qualified professionals and a senior
management with extensive consulting experience, we deliver ongoing
value to our clients who benefit from the deep cross-functional knowledge
of our global team.



Your On-Demand Knowledge Partner

Whether you want a full-time virtual resource or have an
immediate, time sensitive research need - we work on both small
and large assignments for our clients, with turnaround times
ranging from a few hours for urgent requests to a few weeks for
complex projects.
For your customized research needs, Aranca is one knowledge
partner that you can definitely rely on.
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CASE STUDY

OVERVIEW OF KEY SECTORS OF THE
INDIAN ECONOMY
Sample Extract

Background
A leading industry think tank was interested in preparing a set of presentations covering
the key sectors of the Indian economy. These presentations, 34 in all and one for each
sector, had to give a gist about trends in the sector, growth drivers, policy and a host of
other information useful for potential investors. The presentations had to portray India
and the sector in particular in positive light to the international investor.

Aranca Approach


Framing the Product: Our approach was to build a logical framework for analysing
each sector. Accordingly, we structured each presentation along the
following segments:


Advantage India: Introductory slide bringing the case for investing in the
sector upfront



Market overview and trends: This segment looked into evolution of the sector,
market size, key players, major products and services, and current trends



Growth drivers: Here we listed demand side drivers, factors affecting supply,
and aid to growth from regulatory and policy moves



Success stories: Highlights of two successful firms in the sector



Opportunities: Potential areas of investment for foreign (and domestic)
investors within the sector



Useful information: Information regarding government departments, nodal
agencies, glossary, etc.



Data and Sources: We used credible data sources, primarily government or
relevant ministry/ department databases, IMF, World Bank, Bloomberg, Business
Monitor International, etc.



Client Interaction: We used an iterative process for creating the presentations. The
process included interim deliverables, feedback from the client, clarifications, and
finalization of the presentation.



Final Deliverables: Presentation in MS PowerPoint; corresponding data in
MS Excel.
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CASE STUDY

INSIGHTS INTO EMERGING THEMES OF
KEY SECTORS IN INDIA
Sample Extract

Background
A leading industry think tank was interested in studying emerging themes within key
sectors in India. There were two topics that were taken up finally – Affordable Housing
and Engineering Design and Development. The final output of the study had to be in the
form of a presentation as well as a paper (for each sector).

Aranca Approach


Initial Study: We realised early on that the two topics differ significantly, despite
having common macroeconomic growth drivers. At the same time, the topics gave
an insight into some vibrant areas of the economy that are likely to drive growth in
the sectors to which they belong over the medium to long term.



Final Product: After in-depth research, the following structures were adopted


Affordable Housing: The paper (and presentation) covered the following areas


Summary of the rationale for investing in Affordable Housing in India



A look into the real estate sector in India (residential, office, retail and
hospitality markets)



Affordable Housing – definition and emergence in the Indian context
–



Demand drivers and favourable market dynamics; recent trends and initiatives



Study of the PPP model, which is an attractive prospect for investment



Conclusion

Engineering Design and Development: The paper (and presentation) covered
the following areas


Expected evolution of the sector in the medium to long-term



India’s market potential including positioning in the global market



Factors shaping up the engineering services industry with an eye on global trends



Recent activities and key trends in the sector



Conclusion



Data and Sources: We used credible data sources, primarily government or
relevant ministry/ department databases, IMF, World Bank, Bloomberg, and other
leading sector experts.



Client Interaction: We used an iterative process for creating the reports and
presentations. The process included interim deliverables, feedback from the client,
clarifications, and finalization of the products.



Final Deliverables: Presentation in MS PowerPoint; document in MS Word;
requisite data in MS Excel.
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CASE STUDY

SERIES OF RESEARCH PAPERS ON
INDIAN MANUFACTURING
Sample Extract

Background
A leading industry think tank was interested in preparing a series of research papers
(eleven in all) highlighting growth of the manufacturing sector in India; the papers were
targeted for an international audience. The papers were expected to discuss
performance of the manufacturing sector in India, its key contributions, emerging themes
and trends, and the top performing sub-sectors within manufacturing.

Aranca Approach


Framing the Product: We had subdivided the research papers into two
distinct categories –


Indian Manufacturing Overview Series Reports: The two papers in this
segment were


Indian Manufacturing: Overview and Prospects



Indian Manufacturing: Profit Potential and Opportunities Across the Value Chain
The structure of the reports varied. For the first paper, we followed a typical sector
study approach (profile of the sector, competitiveness, key trends, growth drivers,
opportunities and conclusion). In the second report, we studied opportunities
across five sub-sectors within manufacturing. The study on each sub-sector
included the following





Sector composition and key growth drivers



Attractiveness of the industry and opportunities for investment



Value chain within the industry and profitability across this value chain

Theme/ Trends Series Reports: There were nine papers in this segment
Research methodology was the same but issues involved varied. Broadly, we
tried to analyze the emergence of trends, driver, expected movements in
future, and opportunities (wherever applicable)



Data and Sources: We used credible data sources, primarily government or
relevant ministry/ department databases, IMF, World Bank, Bloomberg, Business
Monitor International, etc.



Client Interaction: We used an iterative process for preparing the papers. The
process included interim deliverables, feedback from the client, clarifications, and
finalization of the papers.



Final Deliverables: Document in MS Word, and an MS Excel workbook
corresponding to each topic.
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